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Image description
The kitchen as a play of contrasts. The homely and elegant radiation of the veneer in natural walnut-merges perfectly 
with the elegant look of the matt High-Tech material Fenix and the illuminated recess in finely grained travertine decor. 
The ceiling-to-floor look of the kitchen block with extra-deep 56 cm wall units ensures lots pf storage space. The walnut 
veneer is also echoed by the open suport panel shelf which creates an harmonious connection between the kitchen 
and the living area.

The kitchen block made from Fenix with its single line optic serves as a minimalist contrast. In order to ensure a more 
regular front view, this design features an horizontal grip ledge profile under the worktop used for the opening of the 
first pull-out or drawer. The drawers and pull-outs underneath open with the mechanical opening system TIP-ON.

Material description

NX 870 Fenix front, available in 4 colours
To manufacture this front, solid core Fenix made of several layers of solid is pressed into a board of 4mm. The contem-
porary design, available in onyx black, alpine white, stone grey and mocha brown invites to tactile pleasures and to 
feel comfortable.

Prices
Upon request
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Materials | Fronts V492F Fenix mocha brown fine matt AFP 
with NX 620 in F685 Natural walnut.

Planning features | Fronto optic single line, worktop in 
Fenix mocha brown fine matt  AFP, worktop and recess Sys-
temo C2240 Travertine dark matt effect, grip ledge profile 
in 7185 onyx black.
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